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(2) During each time period specified
in the applicable rate schedule; and

(3) During any billing period.
Scheduled amounts are deemed
delivered for the purpose of determining
billing demand.

2. Ratchet Demand

The Ratchet Demand in kilowatts
shall be the maximum demand
established during a specified period of
time either during or prior to the current
billing period. The demand on which
the ratchet is based is specified in the
relevant rate schedule or in these
GRSPs. For utilities purchasing under
the PF or NR rate schedules, the Ratchet
Demand is based on the highest demand
during prior billing months. When the
Ratchet Demand is used as a billing
factor, BPA shall have specified in the
appropriate schedules or GRSPs:

a. The period of time over which the
ratchet shall be calculated;

b. The type of demand to be used in
the calculation; and

c. The percentage (if any) of that
demand which will be used to calculate
the Ratchet Demand.

3. Contract Demand

The Contract Demand shall be the
maximum number of kilowatts that the
purchaser agrees to purchase and BPA
agrees to make available, subject to any
limitations included in the power sales
contract. BPA may agree to make
deliveries at a rate in excess of the
Contract Demand at the request of the
purchaser, but shall not be obligated to
continue such excess deliveries. Any
contractual or other reference to
Contract Demand as expressed in
kilowatt-hours shall be deemed, for the
purpose of these GRSPs, to refer to the
term ‘‘Contract Energy.’’

4. Computed Peak Requirement

For purchasers designated to purchase
on the basis of computed requirements,
the Computed Peak Requirement shall
be determined as specified in the
purchaser’s power sales contract. That
specification is provided in:

a. Sections 16, 17(c), and 17(f), as
adjusted by other sections of the
contract, for actual computed
requirements purchasers;

b. Sections 16, 17(a), and 17(f), as
adjusted by other sections of the
contract, for planned computed
requirements purchasers; and

c. Sections 16 and 17(b), as adjusted
by other sections of the contract, for
contracted computed requirements
purchasers.

5. Computed Average Energy
Requirement

For computed requirements
purchasers, the Computed Average
Energy Requirement shall be
determined as specified in the
purchaser’s power sales contract. That
specification is provided in:

a. Sections 16, 17(c), and 17(f), as
adjusted by other sections of the
contract, for actual computed
requirements purchasers;

b. Sections 16, 17(a), and 17(f), as
adjusted by other sections of the
contract, for planned computed
requirements purchasers; and

c. Sections 16 and 17(b), as adjusted
by other sections of the contract, for
contracted computed requirements
purchasers.

6. Operating Demand
The Operating Demand is that

demand which is established by each
DSI in accordance with section 5(b) of
the DSI’s power sales contract. Unless
the DSI has requested, and BPA has
granted, an Auxiliary Demand, the
Operating Demand establishes a limit
with respect to:

a. The demand which the purchaser
may impose on BPA; and

b. The total amount of energy during
a billing month which the DSI is
entitled to purchase from BPA.

7. Curtailed Demand
A Curtailed Demand is the number of

kilowatts of industrial power (Industrial
Firm Power or Special Industrial Power)
during the billing month which results
from the DSI’s request for such power in
amounts less than the Operating
Demand therefor. Each purchaser of
industrial power may curtail its demand
according to the terms of its power sales
contract (which permits up to three
levels of Curtailed Demand each
month).

8. Restricted Demand
Restricted Demand is the number of

kilowatts of industrial power (either
Industrial Firm Power or Special
Industrial Power) that results when BPA
has restricted delivery of such power for
one clock-hour or more. BPA shall make
such restrictions according to the terms
of the DSI’s power sales contract. In a
given billing month, there are as many
possible levels of Restricted Demand for
a DSI as there are number of restrictions.

9. Auxiliary Demand
Auxiliary Demand is the number of

kilowatts of Auxiliary Power that a DSI
requests and that BPA agrees to make
available to serve a portion of the DSI’s
load during the period specified in the

DSI’s request. The DSI may request up
to three levels of Auxiliary Demand
during a billing month.

If BPA agrees to a request for
Auxiliary Power but later becomes
unable to supply such demand, the
Restricted Demand for Auxiliary Power
is deemed to be the Auxiliary Demand
for such period of restriction. Auxiliary
Power may be curtailed by the DSI
according to the provisions of section
9(a) of the DSI’s power sales contract.

BPA shall make Auxiliary Power
available to Industrial Firm Power
purchasers under the Industrial Firm
Power rate schedule at the Standard
Industrial rate. Auxiliary Power sales to
DSIs electing to purchase under the
Variable Industrial Power rate schedule
(VI–95) shall be made at the rate
determined pursuant to section III of the
VI–95 rate schedule. Auxiliary Power
sales to DSIs purchasing under the
Special Industrial rate will be made
only at the Standard Special Industrial
Power rate.

10. BPA Operating Level
The BPA Operating Level is, for the

purpose of these rate schedules and
GRSPs, an hourly amount of industrial
power (Industrial Firm Power or Special
Industrial Power) for a DSI that is equal
to the lowest of the following demands
during that hour:

a. Operating Demand plus Auxiliary
Demand, if any;

b. Curtailed Demand; or
c. Restricted Demand.
The weighted average BPA Operating

Level for each DSI can be determined by
summing the hourly BPA Operating
Levels and dividing by the number of
hours in the billing month.

Each DSI must request service from
BPA for each billing month in
accordance with the terms of the power
sales contract. The requested level of
service will be the BPA Operating Level,
provided BPA does not need to restrict
the DSI and provided BPA agrees to
supply any requested Auxiliary
Demand. Each requested level of service
may include a designation for both the
Peak Period and the Offpeak Period. A
DSI may request and BPA may agree to
a level of service for the Offpeak Periods
other than that in the Peak Period. If a
DSI does not separately designate a
requested level of service for the Peak
and Offpeak Periods, the BPA Operating
Level is the basis for determining if a
DSI has incurred an unauthorized
increase.

Any DSI whose Measured Demand,
before adjustment for power factor,
during any 1 hour exceeds the BPA
Operating Level for that hour shall be
subject to unauthorized increase charges


